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Abstract
More than a decade has passed since research on automatic recognition of emotion from speech has
become a new field of research in line with its ‘big brothers’ speech and speaker recognition. This article
attempts to provide a short overview on where we are today, how we got there and what this can reveal
us on where to go next and how we could arrive there. In a first part, we address the basic phenomenon
reflecting the last fifteen years, commenting on databases, modelling and annotation, the unit of analysis
and prototypicality. We then shift to automatic processing including discussions on features, classification,
robustness, evaluation, and implementation and system integration. From there we go to the first comparative
challenge on emotion recognition from speech – the INTERSPEECH 2009 Emotion Challenge, organised by
(part of) the authors, including the description of the Challenge’s database, Sub-Challenges, participants and
their approaches, the winners, and the fusion of results to the actual learnt lessons before we finally address
the ever-lasting problems and future promising attempts.
Keywords:
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standardisation, usability, evaluation

1. Setting the Scene
This special issue will address new approaches towards dealing with the processing of realistic emotions in
speech, and this overview article will give an account of the state-of-the-art, of the lacunas in this field, and
of promising approaches towards overcoming shortcomings in modelling and recognising realistic emotions.
We will also report on the first emotion challenge at INTERSPEECH 2009, constituting the initial impetus
of this special issue; to end with, we want to sketch future strategies and applications, trying to answer the
question ‘Where to go from here?’

The article is structured as follows: we first deal with the basic phenomenon briefly reflecting the last fifteen
years, commenting on databases, modelling and annotation, the unit of analysis and prototypicality. We then
proceed to automatic processing (sec. 2) including discussions on features, classification, robustness, evaluation,
and implementation and system integration. From there we go to the the first Emotion Challenge (sec. 3)
including the description of the Challenge’s database, Sub-Challenges, participants and their approaches, the
winners, and the fusion of results to the lessons learnt, before concluding this article (sec. 4).
1.1. The Phenomenon
The title of this survey article reflects the problems in defining ‘emotion’: The phrase ‘emotion and affect’
does not mean that these are two different phenomena that easily can be told apart. It rather should be
read as ‘some people call it emotion, some affect; in fact, we do not really care’. We do not care because
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there is an abundance of competing definitions; thus, to find the common ground, the only meaningful way
of defining the phenomenon is ‘ex negativo’ : to describe what it is not. Therefore, we follow the definition
of [48] that ‘emotion’ is what is “present in most of life but absent when people are emotionless”; this
is the concept of pervasive emotion. This definition encompasses on the one hand the prevailing narrow
concept of (basic) emotions such as anger, fear, sadness, etc., on the other hand rather vague concepts such
as emotion-related/affective states, and everything else that might be associated with a broad concept of
‘emotional intelligence’ – which does not only mean that you are able to show your anger or fear but your
interest and your tiredness as well, and that you are able to interact with other humans in a social manner,
beyond pure cognitive reasoning and actions. Thus, there is no clear-cut borderline towards the new field of
‘social signals’ [220] which might have been (re-)established to circumvent problems of definition and ‘garden
fencing’.
Seen from an application-oriented point of view, the focus is on enabling future non-human interaction
partners – be this computers, robots, or something else – at least to come closer to the normal human
abilities to recognise ‘emotions’ and to respond in an ‘emotionally intelligent way’. The concentration on a
few (acted) basic emotions, especially in the early phase of this field, was rather not due to some theoretical
considerations but simply to the fact that acted data were way easier to obtain than more realistic ones. This
brings us to another salient concept in the title of this article, i. e., realistic emotions and affect: the missing
links between some big, acted emotions that (too) often constituted databases so far, and the requirements of
real-life situations are too many and too spurious. This holds for the modelling of both realistic human-human
and human-machine scenarios.
The term ‘realistic’ – sometimes, ‘naturalistic’ is used instead – is rather vague, and again, it might best
be defined ex negativo, as ‘non-prompted’ [166], i. e., the speakers are not prompted explicitly to produce
specific emotions. Often, ‘acted’ is used in the same sense as ‘prompted’ but we can imagine someone acting
without intentionally producing specific emotions. The ideal is of course to record speakers who are not
aware that they are being recorded, in a natural setting; due to privacy reasons, this is seldom possible – and
if it is, such data cannot be distributed freely. The task is therefore to design a scenario that is as close as
possible to a real natural setting. Note that anyway, there will be no generic natural setting because every
setting is grounded in and coloured by varying factors such as selection of subjects, specifities of tasks, etc.
This is a lesson to be learnt by the community, the same way as the ASR community had to learn that there
is a multiplicity of registers and varieties, if it comes to non-read speech.
1.2. The Last Fifteen Years
We can sub-categorize the time-line of this field during the last 15 years into 3 phases: some spurious
papers on recognition of emotion in speech during the second half of the nineties (less than 10 per year), a
growing interest until 2004 (maybe some 30 per year), and then, a steep rise until today (> 100 per year).1
The last special issue on emotion processing in speech in Speech Communication appeared in 2003, i. e., before
automatic emotion processing really turned from ‘yet another exotic speech topic’ into mainstream. Some of
the articles in that issue were dealing with basic topics such as preliminaries in this field and modelling of
emotion, some with the synthesis of emotion, and three were dealing with different aspects of automatically
recognising emotions in speech: acted vs. non-acted emotions [15], recognition of stress [71], and emotion
recognition seen from the perspective of automatic speech recognition [214]. At that time, it might have been
difficult to compile a whole issue with high-quality articles dealing only with the automatic recognition of
realistic emotions in speech. These times have changed. However, what still can be observed nowadays is on
the one hand, a more and more sophisticated employment of statistical procedures; on the other hand, these
procedures do not keep up with the requirements of processing application-oriented, realistic speech data,
and too often, the data used are still un-realistic, i. e., prompted and acted, and thus not representative for
real-life. Moreover, in comparison to related speech processing tasks such as Automatic Speech and Speaker
Recognition, practically no standardised corpora and test-conditions exist to compare performances under
1 These rough figures are based on a search for ‘emotion AND speech AND recognition’ in Scopus; the tendency does not
change even if we take into account that the coverage of Scopus might have increased during these years.
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exactly the same conditions. Instead a multiplicity of evaluation strategies employed – such as cross-validation
or percentage splits without proper instance definition – prevents exact reproducibility. Most importantly,
in order to face more realistic use cases, the community is in desperate need of more spontaneous and less
prototypical data.
1.3. Databases
A coarse taxonomy of emotional databases can subdivide into type of speech and type of scenario. Type
of speech can be prompted (mostly acted) emotions, or non-prompted emotions, elicited/obtained in specific
scenarios. Prompted emotions are often out-of-context, and the speakers are explicitly told to produce specific
emotions while often producing segmentally identical utterances. It is hoped that by that, generic (maybe
universal) expressions of emotions can be obtained. The decisive disadvantages are first that deliberately
acting emotions is not the same as producing ‘spontaneous’ emotions [62]. Second, the types of emotions that
normally are prompted are definitely not the same as one would encounter in realistic scenarios. Sometimes,
some context is given: The subjects have to watch film clips, or to imagine specific emotion-prone situations.
Such settings might enable (induce) more realistic productions, but we cannot be sure as for the extent
of naturalness; moreover, the resulting speech is monologic and not dialogic/interactive. Non-prompted
emotions are elicited in more or less application-prone scenarios. Apart from several problems pertaining the
design of these experiments, or the selection of recordings out of real-life databases, these data are most likely
non-generic, i. e., not representing some universal emotions but confined to specific scenarios: In scenarios
that are interesting for potential applications, we will seldom encounter emotions such as disgust or sadness
but rather something like disappointment/frustration, or interest vs. boredom, i. e., not pure, full-blown
emotions but rather emotion-related states. (Note that with a broader coverage of representative scenarios and
emotion-related states that we will hopefully encounter in some future, the distinction between a few universal
emotions and scenario-specific states will give room for a better conceptualization of ‘representativity’ and
‘genericity’.)
Here, we will only give a short typology of emotional databases and refer to some representative examples;
catalogues can be found, for instance, in [217, 46, 195]. Still widely used – because freely available – acted
databases are The Danish Emotional Speech Database (DES) [61], and The Berlin Emotional Speech Database
(BES) [36], as well as The Speech Under Simulated and Actual Stress (SUSAS) Database [86]. DES and BES
are representative for the ‘early’ databases in the nineties but still serve as exemplars for acted emotional
databases, for instance in other languages. For English, there is the 2002 Emotional Prosody Speech and
Transcripts acted database [90].
Scenarios for recording non-prompted emotions can consist of human-human or human-machine interaction;
the machine can be a ‘real’ machine/robot, or can be played by a human operator (so called Wizard-of-Oz
scenario). Human-machine interaction normally takes place in the laboratory or in carefully controlled
settings ‘in the wild’. Human-human interaction can take place in the laboratory as well, or in some specific
real-life settings where recording is possible or already given. Representatives for such real-life settings are
TV-recordings (The Vera-Am-Mittag (VAM) Corpus [83]), call-centre interactions [57, 112], multi-party
interaction (the ICSI meeting corpus [105]), or The Speech In Minimal Invasive Surgery Database (SIMIS)
[175]. Human-machine call-centre interaction [4, 16] is representative for telephone conversations in real-life
settings. Typical human-machine interactions in the laboratory are stress detection in a driving simulation
[71], tutoring dialogues [114, 111], information systems [25], or human-robot communication [19]; a still
emerging field is interaction with virtual agents [167].
Today, more databases are used for exploiting textual analysis, either on its own for document processing,
or – more frequently – in combination with acoustic information. Moreover, video information such as facial
expression or, in a few cases, also body postures and gestures is exploited, followed by fewer studies on
audiovisual processing, e. g., [40, 144, 38, 231, 181, 249, 247, 180, 248]. At the same time a smaller group of
studies dealing with analysis of biosignals, such as heart rate, skin conductivity, or brain-waves are found,
e. g., [51, 52, 147, 101, 132, 213, 100, 229], also in combination with speech. Due to the general trend to
multimodal processing and availability of more complex algorithms to this aim such as asynchronous Hidden
Markov Models (HMM), Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBN), general Graphical Models or Multidimensional
Dynamic Time Warp (DTW) and Meta-Classification [28, 215, 73, 116, 133, 27, 29, 84, 2, 22, 233, 235] in
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combination with higher availability of multimodal data, the future might be expected to be dominated by
multimodal approaches, potentially also integrating more contextual information [75, 54, 237, 180]. It is
hoped that multimodality will help achieving higher recognition performance.
1.4. Modelling and Annotation: Categories vs. Dimensions
A core issue in the psychological and theoretical discourse is the question whether emotions should be
modelled as categories or dimensions, and how many categories or dimensions are needed for an adequate
modelling. In the related field of phonetic processing, a strong focus on categorical perception [87] has been
replaced by some weaker assumptions. The same might happen to emotion processing [162]: Most likely, both
categorical and continuous perception and processing do co-exist. Yet, it is fully open whether processing by
machine should be modelled along the lines of human processing, or simply output some correlate to the
results of higher cortical processes.
The engineering approach has been a rather straightforward we take what we get, and so far, performance
has been the decisive criterion: A reduction of complexity normally goes along with improved performance.
In retrospect, the concentration on a few acted emotions at the beginning of the whole endeavour resulted
in a sort of reality shock when non-prompted, realistic, and sparse events were addressed. Of course, the
requirements of potential applications could be decisive in choosing amongst alternatives; so far, however, it is
not yet a question of how detailed emotion modelling should be for successful processing in some application
(i. e., in vivo) but how reliable and robust detection and classification can be in vitro.
Thus, it seems safe to resort to some surface taxonomy; in the case of categories, there is some hierarchy
from main categories – such as positive, neutral, negative, or the ‘big n’ emotions, e. g., anger, fear, sadness,
joy, etc. – to sub-categories modelling different shades of the main categories. All these categories can be
thought of as fixed or graded (e. g., weak, medium, strong), or as pure or mixed – sometimes even antagonistic,
if for instance a mixture of anger/joy/irony is being observed. In the case of dimensions, it is foremost
the question how many (and which) dimensions we should assume: Traditionally, arousal and valence are
modelled, with or without a third category power/dominance/control. Of course, dimensional modelling can
be more or less continuous, and if we assume more than one dimension, it automatically results in ‘mixed’
representations in the n-dimensional space. If emotion is conceptualised in a broader meaning, most likely,
some other dimensions representing social, interactive behaviour will be modelled as well [19, 220].
Irrespective of strong beliefs in the one or the other type of modelling, in practice, categories can always
be mapped onto dimensions and vice versa – albeit not necessarily lossless. For doing that, however, we have
to produce either a detailed, fine-grained annotation by a few experts, or some coarse-grained annotation by
several labellers, which normally are less experienced; all this is simply due to restricted financial resources.
Moreover, the choice of recording and annotation tools such as FEELTRACE [47] inevitably restricts the
choice of phenomena that can be taken care of.
Normally, annotations are taken as representing the ground truth. This might not be (fully) true, for
several reasons. First, there can be inconsistencies in the annotation process itself. Second, the effort needed
often prevents a sufficiently high number of annotators; we might need more if ‘naive’ subjects are employed
– for representing the ‘wisdom of the crowd’ – and a bit less if experts are employed. A number close to
ten might be optimal; often, it is much less. Third, annotations rather model perception processes, not
production processes, i. e., perceived, not felt emotions. In this respect, physiological signals might come
closer to the ground truth; however, these are not available, most of the time. For want of something
better, taking what is available – be this annotations or physiological signals or both – has always been the
technological approach towards ground truth.
1.5. Unit of Analysis
In our context, we define the original ‘unit of analysis’ as a speech episode which has been segmented –
and often, but not necessarily, stored as a single speech file – according to more or less clear criteria. Often,
it is called a ‘turn’ which starts when a speaker starts speaking, and ends when she/he stops speaking –
in a conversation, when the dialogue parter takes the turn (‘turn-taking’). This is an objective measure,
easily obtainable for acted, read data and for interactions/conversations containing short dialogue moves.
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However, turns can often be very long. In such cases, either some intuitive notion of ‘emotional unit’ is used
as criterion, or some objective measure such as pauses longer than, e. g., 0.5, or 1 seconds. Such prosodic
units are highly correlated but not necessarily co-extensive with syntactic-semantic units and dialogue moves.
Often, they span over more than one smaller unit; thus, they might be too long and the marking of specific
and shorter emotional episodes might be smeared, resulting in sub-optimal classification performance. Two
strategies, coping with these problems, can be observed. One defines ‘technical units’ such as frames, time
slices, or proportions of longer units (for instance, the unit is subdivided into three parts of equal length)
[185, 205, 198, 222]. The other one defines meaningful units with varying length such as syllables, words,
phrases, i. e., chunks that are linguistically and by that, semantically, well-defined. In [18], we opted for the
word as the smallest possible, meaningful emotional unit (named ememe along the same lines as phonemes
and sememes) which can constitute larger meaningful emotional units; in [202] we showed that stressed
syllables alone are on par with words as far as classification performance is concerned.
For three reasons, finding an appropriate unit of analysis will become mandatory in the future: First,
‘emotionally consistent’ units will favour an optimal classification performance. Second, incremental processing,
i. e., providing an estimate of the emotion before a longer utterance is finished, will often be necessary in
real-life conversational systems, to enable reasonably fast system reactions. Third, for multimodal processing,
an alignment of the different streams of information – speech, facial gestures, bio-signal, etc. – has to be found
anyway; in the long run, ad hoc segmentation strategies will be replaced by the alignment of meaningful
units for each modality, taking into account their relevance for the specific setting.
1.6. Prototypicality vs. Open Microphone Setting
A prototype is a salient, central member of a category and typically most often associated with this
category [157]. If no external criterion is available, real-life data have to be annotated manually for obtaining
a ‘ground truth’ as reference: A straightforward approach is to speak of ‘prototypical’ cases if the labellers
agree. On the other hand, the well-known, big n emotions might be conceived as prototypes, cf. [68, 206].
Non-prototypical weak and/or mixed emotions [122] can be found when labellers annotate more than one
emotion per item, or when we preserve the disagreement of several labellers in some sort of graded/mixed
annotation. In [212], non-prototypical emotions are conceptualised under the notion of hinterland: In contrast
to the big n emotions anger, joy, sadness, despair, etc., emotion-related, affective states such as interest,
tiredness, etc., and mixed/weak emotions, are conceived as constituting the hinterland of prototypical
emotions.
The effects of non-prototypicallity on automatic emotion recognition have been studied only recently, cf.
[20, 201, 131, 208, 212]. If we do not select but deal with the whole database, classes might be ‘noisy’ and
classification performance rather low. This is, however, a realistic setting. If we select most prototypical
cases, classification performance might be considerably higher but we will not deal with a fully realistic
scenario. In [201], for instance, the degree of prototypicality of the training material has been varied while
keeping everything else constant. The idea behind is, of course that, using only more prototypical cases could
yield higher classification performance. This approach is sometimes used in machine learning and is known
as data cleaning or pruning: However, suspicious patterns may not always be garbage patterns as noisy data
too might be needed to make the classifier learn those difficult patterns. Although ambiguous, many patterns
proved to be still important and do characterise spontaneous emotional speech. Similar results obtained on
different datasets and with different classifiers are confirmed by [131] where models created for prototypical
emotional speech proved to be uneffective for the classification of non-prototypical utterances.
Other experiments focus on prototypical data of both training and test material. In that case, performance
rapidly improves by increasing the degree of protopicallity. Although results across increments are not
directly comparable, we can see that prototypical patterns clearly allow to boost classification performance.
Finally, in [212] a slightly different approach is taken leading to identical conclusions: Prototypical
examples are selected exclusively among test patterns. This is of course the best-case scenario with respect
to performance improvement that could be boosted up to an impressive performance of 85% for a two-class
problem.
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In an ‘open microphone setting’, everything that comes in is recorded and processed. This is of course
a more realistic setting, mandatory for real-life applications, but yielding lower classification performance
[131, 192, 212, 210].
2. Automatic Processing
The last section addressed the necessary prerequisites – conceptualisations, models, data and their degree
of prototypicality, and units of analysis. In this section, we deal with the parts and pieces necessary for
automatic processing itself: features, classifiers, robustness considerations, evaluation, and system integration
and implementation.
2.1. Features
Arguably the most important step in the automated recognition of emotions is the extraction of a
reasonably limited, meaningful, and informative set of features. So far there has not been a large-scale,
comprehensive comparison of different feature types; as for preliminary efforts in this direction, cf. [225, 22,
171, 17, 65, 199, 208, 24, 63].
Presenting a comprehensive overview of feature types and feature extraction methods requires some kind
of division of features into classes, though there is no unique, preferable way towards such a taxonomy. The
most basic distinction to be made is technology driven: Acoustic vs. linguistic features are usually considered
separately, as extraction methods for these two types are extremely different. Their relative contribution
can also vary greatly, depending on the database being analysed: For instance, for data based on scripted
speech, linguistic features are normally of no value, apart from some specific applications such as data mining
in movie archives. On the other hand, as the register comes closer to spontaneous/real-life speech, these
features can gain considerably in importance.
In the past, the common focus was put on prosodic features, more specifically on pitch, duration and
intensity, and less frequently on voice quality features as harmonics-to-noise ratio (HNR), jitter, or shimmer.
Segmental, spectral features modelling formants, or cepstral features (MFCC) [164] are also often found in
the literature.
Few years ago, a comparably small features set (few tens) has usually been employed. The recent success
of systematically generated static feature vectors (derived by projection of the low-level descriptors (LLD),
such as pitch or energy, on single values by descriptive statistical functionals, such as lower order moments or
extrema) is probably justified by the supra-segmental nature of the phenomena found in emotional speech.
As an alternative, a few studies modelled low-level features directly, mainly by Gaussian Mixture Models
(GMM, i. e., continuous HMM with a single state that use weighted mixtures of Gaussian densities) [134, 208]
and HMM [136, 140, 187, 246, 93, 138, 230].
The large number of LLD and functionals has recently promoted the extraction of very large feature
vectors (brute-force extraction), up to many thousands of features obtained either by analytical feature
generation [225, 198, 141] or, in a few studies, by evolutionary generation [184]. Such brute-forcing also often
includes hierarchical functional application (e. g., mean of maxima) to better cope with statistical outliers.
The brute-force extraction of acoustic parameters must be followed by feature selection methods: Lower
computational costs and, sometimes, even feasibility, is guaranteed by the elimination of uninformative and
redundant features.
However, also expert-based hand-crafted features will still play their role, as these are lately often crafted
with more emphasis put on details hard to find by sheer brute-forcing such as perceptually more adequate
ones (such as Teager energy), long-term temporal envelopes of the outputs of a gammatone filterbank [241],
or more complex features such as articulatory ones, for instance, (de-)centralisation of vowels. This can thus
also be expected as a trend in future acoustic feature computation.
Figure1 provides an overview of the commonly used features and the principle of their brute-forcing in
several layers that will be explained in more detail in the following.
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(Wavelets, Gabor, …)
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(phonemes, words, …)
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(pauses, …)
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(raw LLD,
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…)
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…)
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syntactic,
semantic,
emotional)
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POS, tagging,
…)
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(min, max, range, …)
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(arithmetic, absolute, …)
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(quartiles, ranges, …)
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(std. dev., kurtosis, …)
Peaks
(number, distances, …)
Segments
(number, duration, …)
Regression
(coefficients, error, …)
Spectral
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Temporal
(durations, positions, …)
Vector Space Modelling
(bag-of-words, …)
Look-Up
(word lists, concepts, …)
Statistical
(salience, info gain, …)

Deriving
(raw
functionals,
hierarchical,
crossfunctionals,
crosschunking,
contextual,
LDA, PCA,
…)

Filtering
(smoothing,
normalising,
…)

Functionals

Figure 1: Taxonomy of features commonly used for acoustic and linguistic emotion recognition. Abbreviations:
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), Linear Prediction Cepstral Coefficients (LPCC), Mel Frequency Bands
(MFB).
2.1.1. Acoustic Low-Level Descriptors
Pitch, intensity, duration, voice quality, and long term spectra are gathered under the umbrella of
supra-segmental or prosodic features [76, 89, 98, 95, 139, 165, 91, 240].
Duration features model temporal aspects. Different types of normalisation can be applied. Relative
positions on the time axis of base contours like energy and pitch such as maxima or on-/off-set positions do
not strictly represent energy and pitch but duration – simply because they are measured in seconds, and
because they are often highly correlated with duration features [12]. In other words, duration attributes
can be distinguished according to their extraction nature: Those that represent temporal aspects of other
acoustic base contours, and those that exclusively represent the parameter ‘duration’ of higher phonological
units, like phonemes, syllables, words, pauses, or utterances. Duration values are usually correlated with
the linguistic features described below: For instance, function words are shorter on average, content words
are longer: This information can be used for classification, no matter whether it is encoded in linguistic or
acoustic (i. e., duration) features [12].
Intensity features usually model the loudness (energy) of a sound as perceived by the human ear, based
on the amplitude in different intervals; different types of normalisation are applied [251]. Energy features
can model intervals or characterising points. As the intensity of a stimulus increases, the hearing sensation
grows logarithmically (decibel scale). It is further well-known that sound perception also depends on the
spectral distribution and on its duration as well. The loudness contour is the sequence of short-term loudness
values extracted on a frame base. So-called energy features are finally obtained from the loudness contour by
applying functionals.
The basics of pitch extraction have largely remained the same; nearly all Pitch Detection Algorithms
(PDAs) are built using frame-based analysis: The speech signal is broken into overlapping frames and
a pitch value is inferred from each segment mostly by autocorrelation [154] in its manifold variants and
derivatives [30, 42, 207, 58]. Often, the Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) residual or a low pass filtered
version is used over the original signal. Other approaches use the cepstral representation [137] or exploit
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harmonic information by spectral compression. Pitch features are often made perceptually more adequate
by logarithmic/semitone transformation, or normalisation with respect to some (speaker-specific) baseline.
Pitch extraction is error-prone itself, which may influence emotion recognition performance [23]. However,
the experimental results presented in [209] on the FAU Aibo Emotion Corpus indicate that the influence is
rather small, at least for the current state-of-the-art in modelling pitch features and for this type of data.
Voice quality is a complicated issue in itself, since there are many different measures of voice quality
[120, 119], mostly clinical in origin and mostly evaluated for constant vowels only, though once again
standardisation in this area is lacking. Other, less well-known voice quality features were intended towards
normal speech from the outset, e. g., those modelling ‘irregular phonation’, cf. [21]. Noise-to-Harmonic Ratio,
jitter, shimmer, and further micro-prosodic events are measures of the quality of the speech signal. Although
they depend in part on other LLDs such as pitch (jitter) and energy (shimmer), they reflect peculiar voice
quality properties such as breathiness or harshness.
The spectrum is characterised by formants (spectral maxima) modelling spoken content, especially the
lower ones [67]. Higher formants also represent speaker characteristics. Each one is fully represented by
position, amplitude and bandwidth. The estimation of formant frequencies and bandwidths can be based on
LPC [7, 121] or on cepstral analysis [50]. LPC enables one to model the human vocal tract. Once the spectral
envelope is estimated by using the LPC method, a number of further spectral features can be computed
such as centroid, flux and roll-off or more specific as ratio of spectral flatness measure to spectral centre
[99]. Furthermore, the long term average spectrum over a unit can be employed: this averages out formant
information, giving general spectral trends.
The cepstrum, i. e., the inverse spectral transform of the logarithm of the spectrum [32], emphasises
changes or periodicity in the spectrum, while being relatively robust against noise. Its basic unit is quefrency.
Mel-Frequency-Cepstral-Coefficients (MFCCs) – as homomorphic transform with equidistant band-pass-filters
on the Mel-scale – tend to strongly depend on the spoken content. Yet, they have been proven beneficial
in practically any speech processing task. Perceptual Linear Predictive (PLP) coefficients [88] and MFCCs
are extremely similar, as they both correspond to a short-term spectrum smoothing – the former by an
autoregressive model, the latter by the cepstrum – and to an approximation of the auditory system by
filter-bank-based methods. At the same time, PLP coefficients are also an improvement of LPC by using the
perceptually based Bark filter bank.
Wavelets give a short-term multi-resolution analysis of time, energy and frequencies in a speech signal
[49]. Compared to similar parametric representations such as MFCCs, they are superior in the modelling of
temporal aspects, cf. [71, 171].
Non-linguistic Vocalisations are non-verbal phenomena such as breathing and laughter [105]. Automatic detection of disfluencies and non-verbals normally requires that the vocabulary used by the ASR
engine includes both these entities. Thus they could be subsumed under linguistic features as well.
2.1.2. Functionals
Subsequently to the LLD extraction, a number of operators and functionals are applied to obtain feature
vectors of equal size out of each base contour. Functionals provide a sort of normalisation over time: Base
contours associated, e. g., to words have different lengths, depending on the duration of each word and on
the dimension of the window step; with the usage of functionals, we obtain one feature vector per word, with
a constant number of elements, ready to be modelled by a static classifier. This cascade procedure, namely
LLD extraction followed by functional application, has two major advantages: Features deriving from longer
time intervals can be used to normalise local ones, and the overall number of features might be opportunely
shrunk or expanded with respect to the number of initial LLD.
Before functionals are applied, LLD can be filtered or (perceptually) transformed, and first or second
derivatives are often calculated and end up as additional LLDs. Functionals can range from statistical
ones to curve fitting methods, or even methods based on perceptual criteria. The most popular statistical
functionals cover the first four moments (mean, standard deviation, skewness and curtosis), order statistics
(extremes value and their temporal information), quartiles, amplitude ranges, zero-crossing rates, roll-on/-off,
on-/off-sets and higher level analysis. Curve (mainly linear) fitting methods produce regression coefficients,
such as the slope of linear regression, and regression errors (such as the mean square errors between the
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regression curve and the original LLD). Maybe the most comprehensive list of functionals adopted so far in
this field can be found in [171, 24].
Note however that functionals are not always necessary. Dynamic classifiers, such as HMMs, provide
implicit time normalisation (cf. sec. 2.2). An alternative option to functionals is to use a fixed number of
windows per LLD; in other words, LLD can be down-sampled to vectors of equal size, by windowing the LLD
a fixed number of times. In this case the window choice and displacement plays an important role: Windows
can overlap or gaps can be left in-between, or even a non-uniform spacing of the windows can be opted for.
Finally, a smoothed window shape, like a Hamming or Gaussian window, can help improving the robustness
of the estimation. Also, multi-instance learning techniques have been used to process features without the
application of functionals, but of unknown frame sequence length [205, 186].
From the linguistic point of view, functionals are not really necessary. Features are already often extracted
on a word basis. When longer segments of speech are used, time normalisation is implicitly provided by
features like bag-of-words, where frequency histograms are constructed.
2.1.3. Linguistic Features
Spoken or written text also carries information about the underlying affective state [6]. This is usually
reflected in the usage of certain words or grammatical alterations, which means in turn, in the usage of
specific higher semantic and pragmatic entities. A number of approaches exists for this analysis: keyword spotting [60, 45], rule-based modelling [114], Semantic Trees [250], Latent Semantic Analysis [81],
Transformation-based Learning [242], World-knowledge-Modelling [115], Key-Phrase-Spotting [188], String
Kernels [173], and Bayesian Networks [34]. Context/pragmatic information has been modelled as well, e. g.,
type of system prompt [211], dialogue acts [15, 114], or system and user performance [1]. Two methods seem
to be predominant, presumably because they are shallow representations of linguistic knowledge and have
already been frequently employed in automatic speech processing: (class-based) N-Grams [150, 4, 108, 55]
and Bag-of-Words (vector space modelling), cf. [182, 22]. In addition, exploitation of on-line knowledge
sources without domain specific model training has recently become an interesting alternative or addition
[189] – e. g., to cope with out-of-vocabulary events.
Although we are considering the analysis from spoken text, only few results for emotion recognition rely
on ASR output [182, 180, 173, 179] rather than on manual annotation of the data [22, 208]. As ASR of
emotional speech itself is a challenge [8, 191, 190, 172, 173, 236, 210] this step is likely to introduce errors. To
some extent errors deriving from ASR and human transcription can be eliminated by soft-string-matching. In
addition, the large related fields of opinion mining [232, 151, 102, 127] and sentiment analysis [243, 69, 80, 127]
in text bear interesting alternatives and variants of methods.
To reduce complexity, stopping is usually used. This resembles elimination of irrelevant words. The
traditional approach towards stopping is an expert-based list of words, e. g., of function words. Yet, even
for an expert it seems hard to judge which words can be of importance in view of the affective context.
Data-driven approaches as salience or information gain based reduction are popular. Another often highly
effective way is stopping words that do not exceed a general minimum frequency of occurrence in the training
corpus.
Tokenisation can be obtained by mapping the text onto word classes: Popular choices are lexemes and
part-of-speech. The former choice is called Stemming, i. e., the clustering of morphological variants of a word
by its stem into a lexeme. This reduces the number of entries in the vocabulary while at the same time
providing more training instances per class. Thereby also words that were not seen in the training can be
mapped upon lexemes, for instance by (Iterated) Lovins or Porter stemmers that base on suffix lists and rules
[117, 152]. Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging is a very compact approach where classes such as nouns, verbs,
adjectives, particles, or more detailed sub-classes are modelled [22, 208]. POS tagging and stemming have
been studied thoroughly [173]. In [203] the relation of ASR errors with errors based in automatic tokenisation
are analysed.
Also sememes, i. e., semantic units represented by lexemes, can be clustered into higher semantic concepts
such as generally positive or negative terms [22, 208]. In addition, non-linguistic vocalisations like sighs and
yawns [160], laughs [39, 216, 105], cries [142], hesitations and consent [176, 196], and coughs [124] can easily
be integrated into the vocabulary [22, 178, 180].
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N-Grams and Class-based N-Grams are commonly used for general language modelling. Thereby the
posterior probability of a (class of a) word is given by its predecessors from left to right within a sequence of
words. For emotion recognition, the probability of each emotion is determined per N-gram of an utterance.
In addition, word-class based N-grams can be used as well, to better cope with data sparseness. For emotion
recognition, due to data sparseness mostly uni-grams (N=1) have been applied so far [108, 55, 208], besides
bi-grams (N=2) and trigrams (N=3) [4]. The actual emotion is calculated by the posterior probability of
the emotion given the actual word(s) by maximum likelihood or a-posteriori estimation. An extension of
N-Grams which copes with data sparseness even better is Character N-Grams; in this case larger histories
can be used.
Bag-of-Words is a well-known numerical representation form of texts in automatic document categorisation
[94]. It has been successfully ported to recognise sentiments [143] or emotion [182, 178, 208]. Thereby each
word in the vocabulary adds a dimension to a linguistic vector representing the term frequency within the
actual utterance. Note that easily, very large feature spaces may occur, which usually require stopping and
stemming. The logarithm of frequency is often used; this value is further better normalised by the length
of the utterance and by the overall (log)frequency within the training corpus. It is possible not to refer to
words, but to sequences of them, i. e., Bags-of-N-Grams, to overcome the lack of word order modelling [173].
2.1.4. Feature Selection
One of the ever-lasting questions in the field is which and how many features to choose. The answer to
this question is important to improve reliability and performance but also to obtain more efficient models,
also in terms of processing speed and memory requirements. A multiplicity of feature selection strategies has
been employed.
Ideally, feature selection methods should not only reveal single (or groups of) most relevant attributes, but
also de-correlate the feature space. In early studies, the features were designed following heuristic methods,
mainly relying on human experience in this or similar research fields, such as ASR or the use of prosody for
the automatic recognition of accents and boundaries [98]. Later and more recent studies benefit from the
increase in computational power: Wrapper based selection – that is employing a target classifier’s accuracy
as optimisation criterion in ‘closed loop’ – has been used widely. However, even for relatively small data-sets,
exhaustive selection is still not affordable. Therefore, the search in the feature space must employ some
more restrictive, and thus less optimal, strategies. Probably the most common procedure chosen is the
sequential forward search [153] – a hill climbing selection starting with an empty set and sequentially adding
best features; as this search function is prone to nesting, an additional floating option should be added: At
each step one or more features are deleted and it is checked if others are more suited. It is noteworthy that
the need for efficient feature selection in this field has also led to contributions of optimised solutions for this
type of search [218, 35].
Apart from wrappers, less computationally expensive ‘filter’ or ‘open loop’ methods have attracted
interest, such as information theoretic filters and correlation-based analysis [85].
On a different basis, hierarchical approaches [106] to feature selection try to optimise the feature set
not globally for all emotion classes but for groups of them, mainly couples. In that way, more intelligent
brute-forcing can be obtained, e. g., by search masks and by a broader selection of functionals to choose
from, and of parameters to alter. In this way, an expert’s experience can be combined with the freedom of
exploration taken by an automatic generation.
Apart from genuine selection of features, the reduction of the feature space is often considered. It consists
of the mapping of the input space onto a less dimensional one, while keeping as much information as possible.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [96] and Linear or Heteroscedastic Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [77, 9]
are the most common techniques, used, e. g., in [14, 104, 107, 208]. While PCA is an unsupervised feature
reduction method (and thus maybe suboptimal for specific problems), LDA is a supervised feature reduction
method which searches for the linear transformation that maximises the ratio of the determinants of the
between-class covariance matrix and the within-class covariance matrix.
Note that all these techniques are well-known to present some drawbacks: PCA requires the guess of the
dimensionality of the target space, which is not always easy; LDA demands at least some degree of Gaussian
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distribution and linear separability of the input space; both methods are, however, not very appropriate for
feature mining, as the original features are not retained after the transformation.
Finally, it is worth to mention Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [92] and Non-negative Matrix
Factorization (NMF) [109]. ICA maps the feature space onto an orthogonal space; furthermore, the target
features have the attractive property of being statistically independent. NMF, a method strictly related to
probabilistic latent semantic analysis [78], is a recent alternative to PCA in which the data and components
are assumed to be non-negative: NMF learns to represent emotional classes with a set of basic emotional
subclasses. There are already some studies adopting ICA [155], where both the input space and the output
space are kept small; on the other hand, NMF is mainly employed for large linguistic feature sets. Another
related factorizations is Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) that has also been used in this field [97].
Future studies will very likely address feature importance across databases [63] and further types of
efficient feature selection [156, 3].
2.2. Classification
The choice for an appropriate classification paradigm is dictated by a number of factors. Particularly
crucial for this field are 1) the tolerance of high dimensionality, 2) the capability of exploiting a small
data-set, and 3) the handling of skewed classes. Less crucial, though still important are other more general
considerations such as the ability to solve non-linear problems, adaptation, missing data, efficiency and
computational and memory costs.
The problem of a high dimensional feature set is usually better addressed by feature selection and
elimination before actual classification takes place. Popular classifiers for emotion recognition such as
Linear Discriminant Classifiers (LDCs) and k-Nearest Neighbour (kNN) classifiers have been used since
the very first studies [53, 146] and turned out to be quite successful for non-acted emotional speech as well
[14, 104, 114, 155, 107, 205]. However, they suffer from the increasing number of features that leads to
regions of the feature space where data is very sparse (‘curse of dimensionality’ [26]). Classifiers such as
kNN that divide the feature space into cells are affected by the curse of dimensionality and are sensitive to
outliers. A natural extension of LDCs are Support Vector Machines (SVM): If the input data have not been
previously (implicitly) linearly transformed, which may have increased or decreased the number of features,
and if the linear classifier obeys a maximum-margin fitting criterion, then we obtain an SVM. Although
SVM are not necessarily the best classifiers for every constellation, cf. [126], they provide good generalisation
properties [125, 108, 43, 244, 130], and are nowadays conceived as a sort of state-of-the-art classifier.
Small data sets are, in general, best handled by discriminative classifiers. The most used non-linear
discriminative classifiers are likely to be Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) and decision trees. Decision
hyperplanes learned with ANN might become very complex and depend on the topology of the network
(number of neurons), on the learning algorithm (usually a derivation of the well-known Backpropagation
algorithm) and on the activity rules. For this reason, ANNs are less robust to overfitting, and require greater
amounts of data to be trained on. They are therefore rarely used for acted data [146, 123], and even less for
non-acted, but cf. [14, 22, 208]. However, the recent incorporation of a long-short-term memory function
seems to be a promising future directive [64, 238].
Decision trees are also characterised by the property of handling non-linearly separable data; moreover,
they are less of a ‘black box’ compared to SVM or neural networks, since they are based on simple recursive
splits (i. e., questions) of the data. These binary questions are very readable, especially if the tree has been
adequately pruned. As accuracy degrades in case of irrelevant features or noisy patterns, Random Forests
(RF) [171] can be employed: They consist of an ensemble of trees, each one accounting for random, small
subsets of the input features obtained by sampling with replacement. They are practically insensitive to the
curse of dimensionality, while, at the same time, still providing all the benefits of classification trees.
As spontaneous emotion classes are seldom evenly distributed, balancing of the training instances with
respect to instances per emotion class is often a necessary step before classification [192, 180, 208]. Normally,
most cases belong to the neutral class. The balancing of the output space can be addressed either by
considering proper class weights (e. g., priors), or by resampling, i. e., (random) up- or down-sampling. Class
priors are implicitly taken into account by discriminative classifiers. Yet another widely adopted option is
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the introduction of main classes by clustering of instances, such as the couples ‘neutral vs. non-neutral’ and
‘positive vs. negative’.
As explained above, applying functionals to LLD is done for obtaining the same number of features for
different lengths of units such as turns or words. Dynamic classifiers like Hidden Markov Models, Dynamic
Bayesian Networks or simple Dynamic Time Warp allow to skip this step in the computation by implicitly
warping observed feature sequences over time. Among dynamic classifiers, HMM have been used widely. The
reason why is probably that elaborated tools such as HTK have been previously developed for similar tasks
such as speech and speaker recognition. For acted emotions, there are numerous references [214, 187, 248];
for non-acted emotions, fewer are known [104, 224, 230, 192]: The performance of static modelling through
functionals is often reported as superior [187, 224, 192] as emotion is apparently better modelled on a
time-scale above frame-level; note that a combination of static features such as minimum, maximum, onset,
offset, duration, regression, etc. implicitly shape contour dynamics as well. A possibility to use static classifiers
for frame-level feature processing is further given by multi-instance learning techniques, where a time series
of unknown length is handled as one by SVM or similar techniques [205, 186]. Still, when the spoken content
is fixed, the combination of static and dynamic processing may help improve overall accuracy [223, 194].
Ensembles of classifiers [182, 183, 177, 129, 128] combine their individual strengths, and might improve
training stability. There exists a number of different approaches to combine classifiers. Popular are methods
based on majority voting such as Bagging, Boosting and other variants (e. g., MultiBoosting). More powerful,
however, is the combination of diverse classifiers by the introduction of a meta-classifier that learns ‘which
classifier to trust when’ and is trained only on the output of ‘base-level’ classifiers, known as Stacking [239].
If confidences are provided on lower level, they can be exploited as well. Still, the gain over single strong
classifiers such as SVM may not justify the extra computational costs [177].
In line with the different models of emotion (cf. sec. 1.4), also different approaches towards classification
are needed. Historically, classification into a limited number of (few) discrete classes came first [113]. With
the advent of databases annotated in the dimensional space, regression was found as an alternative [82]. As
real-life application is not limited to prototypical cases (cf. sec. 1.6), also detection as opposed to classification
can be expected as alternative paradigm: ‘Out-of-vocabulary’ emotions need to be handled as well, and apart
from the easiest solution of introducing a garbage class [192], detection allows for more flexibility. Detection
is thereby defined by inheriting a rejection threshold. Likewise, one model per emotion detects ‘its’ emotion,
e. g., by log-likelihood ratios as in a typical speaker verification setup. At the same time, complex emotions
demand for a shift in paradigm, as not one emotion is recognised, but an intensity score per emotion is
provided. In this respect, confidence measurements should be mentioned, which is also a ‘black spot’ in the
literature yet.
2.3. Robustness
First attempts to cope with noise were seen rather recently [120, 170, 244, 82, 190] and are characterised by
the simplification of additive stationary noise. This does of course not take into account the alteration of voice
characteristics of the speaker herself, speaking in noisy environment – the well-known Lombard effect, which
is, however, covered to some extent by parts of the SUSAS database. Also, methods applied to cope with noise
are at present rather basic in this discipline: matched conditions training and feature spaces. Surprisingly,
these seem to suffice to restore disturbances in the stationary case. However, a considerable amount of well
elaborated speech and feature enhancement techniques [200] such as Switching Linear Dynamic Models,
two-stage Wiener filtering, Histogram Equalisation, etc. are ready to be tested to better cope with noisy
speech for emotion recognition – in particular when it comes to first attempts to deal with non-stationary
and complex noise.
Apart from noise also reverberation impact has so far been considered only with stationary impulse
responses [190]. Effects of dynamic reverberation while e. g., moving through a church or when entering or
leaving a car, or more simply turning the head from the wall to the open still need to be investigated, though,
and might profit from well-elaborated de-reverberation methods.
Interestingly, coding and transmission errors as package loss in Voice over IP or mobile telephony have
also been neglected so far. In this respect also distributed emotion recognition could be a future topic,
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because with new technical requirements, a new issue will get more and more important: Real-time ability,
which has been addressed only rarely so far, e. g., in [228]. However, some small, e. g., wearable devices might
not provide sufficient computational power.
Apart from noise-based model adaptation, speaker adaptation seems to be one of the major factors to
enhance robustness of general models. In speech processing, there is a long tradition to this end reflected in
methods such as Vocal Tract Length Normalisation (VTLN), speaker clustering, or acoustic model adaptation.
At present, first methods are successfully being employed such as VTLN [222] or speaker normalisation
[170, 204, 197]. However, all these are usually not performed as true adaptation, as all processing is carried
out in a static way, and not gradually with a truly unknown speaker. Also, acoustic models are not truly
adapted dynamically yet. Thus, genuine dynamic adaptation and its effects have to be investigated. Another
interesting possibility could be emotional user profiling and adaptation, e. g., in the form of emotional
‘language models’, i. e., N-grams or priors, or as full probabilistic state transition graphs.
2.4. Evaluation
To understand the uses and abuses of evaluation strategies adopted in the automatic recognition of
emotion, a historical perspective is appropriate. Early studies started with speaker dependent recognition of
emotion, just as in the recognition of speech. Therefore, even today, the lion’s share of research presented
relies on either subject dependent percentage split or subject dependent cross-validated test-runs. However,
only Leave-One-Subject-Out (cf. [203, 208]) or Leave-One-Subject-Group-Out [192] (cross-)validation would
ensure true speaker independence.
Apart from this, an even bigger problem is the simple lack of exact reproducibility: clearly defined
experiments where training and test partitioning are explicitly stated are rare. Ideally, such definition should
be provided with, but not restricted to, future database releases. This kind of documentation should be
employed in oncoming studies and allow a less chaotic development and improvement of the methods and
the models adopted in this research field.
When doing comparative evaluations, most important is that everything that is done to modify or prepare
the classifier must be done in advance before looking at the test data [163]. To our knowledge, only few
studies in emotion recognition clearly explain what – if any – part of the data has been used for the tuning
of the parameters. This is not reassuring because it might be that most of the studies might have actually
optimised the classifier on the test set rather than on a proper, separate validation set.
The use of accuracy as performance measure in most of the studies nowadays might be based on the former
studies using acted/read emotional databases, where there usually is no skewness at all in the emotional
classes. In such cases, accuracy is an appropriate measure of performance but it rapidly fails to convey
an adequate quantitative understanding of the performance of the models as soon as one or more classes
become rare. A way around this problem is chosen in recent studies in emotion recognition that report the
unweighted mean of the recall of each class [192] – this better reflects the imbalance among classes (usually a
high percentage of neutral speech, but sparse instances of diverse non-neutral examples). In other studies,
the very same metric has been called class-wise recognition rate (CL) [25].
Naturally, one will find also other measures such as precision or F1 – the harmonic mean of recall and
precision. In the end, all these may be provided weighted or unweighted, and a very popular and at the same
time complete representation in the sense of the above named measures is the confusion matrix, yet coming
at the cost of ‘several numbers’ rather than ‘one measure’.
In a binary class problem, from an application point of view, the benefit of the Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curve was proved in [212]. The ROC plots the true positive rate (TPR) over the false
positive rate (FPR) given different tunings of the classifier: The goal consists of the parallel maximization of
TPR while keeping a low FPR, thus leading to producing points in the upper triangle, close to the upper left
corner of the graph. This methods is useful when, for instance, low false alarm rate is critical: In that case
we should aim at a low FPR. If, on the other hand, we are interested in off-line analyses of the felicity of call
centre interactions, we can live with a high amount of false instances as long as we get a reliable estimate
for the quality of each interaction in total [13]. Aiming at a single measure for the ROC, one can use the
area under the ROC (AUC), or the equal error rate (EER), i. e., the point of equality of TPR and FPR.
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Naturally, these measures can also be calculated for multiple classes - again weighted or unweighted [212].
This can be done by modelling each class against all other classes.
While measures for ground truth evaluation such as kappa [74, 158] are often found, significance tests
[135, 5] are practically ignored to the present day, but cf. [208, 180, 202]. This comes with some worry: Due
to the ever-present sparseness of training and testing material, and due to the general limited size of the
databases, the significance of results and improvements could be seriously compromised and should therefore
be investigated. Another important issue are repeated measurements: The same databases are used over
and over again in subsequent studies; further, in some research topics such as feature selection, a large
number of models are trained on the same data, typically leading to the so-called multiplicity effect. In
such circumstances a correction of the significance threshold (e. g., the Bonferroni adjustment [145]) would
be required; unfortunately, in most of the cases, such adjustment would clearly invalidate any significant
difference. On the other hand, already in [66, 159] and more recently again in [135], it was suggested to use
significance not in the inferential meaning but as a sort of descriptive device. Moreover, there are strong
arguments against ‘statistical rituals’ such as significance testing [79]; effect size/power seem to be more
adequate measures [44, 70] but have been largely neglected so far.
As should be clear now, comparability between research results in this field is considerably low. Differences
are inflated by the diversity of corpora collected under different acoustic conditions, focussing on specific
sub-populations such as children or students, or being filtered through a number of disparate channels
such as close vs. far microphone, or fixed-line vs. mobile phone, just to mention a few. A severe issue
in cross/multi-corpora studies is the inhomogeneous labelling process, which often leads to inconsistent,
incompatible or even distinct emotional classes [63]. Moreover, many studies report results on proprietary,
mostly unavailable corpora [43, 177, 219].
Other differences can be traced back to a lack of standard in processing and in jargon. Examples range
from definition of low-level contours and functionals to an accurate description of the classifier chosen. This
again is in contrast to the more or less settled and clearly defined feature types as, e. g., MFCC that allow
for higher comparability in speech recognition.
In addition, differences exist with respect to the degree of automation: Pre-segmentation into turns is
mostly provided beforehand by semi-automatic chopping. In some cases it is also done based on forced
alignment [190], which requires (manual) transcripts of the spoken content. Also speaker adaptation – often
reported as beneficial [204] – has apparently not been investigated fully automatically so far; instead, the
whole speaker content is utilised. Finally, linguistic features need the spoken content transcriptions. The
reported success of linguistic feature inclusion, however, often relies on manual transcripts [24]. Only few
studies compare manual vs. fully automatic processing in this respect [178, 203, 173], or contrast manually
corrected error-prone acoustic descriptors as pitch with exclusively automatically derived pitch, cf. [23, 209].
An attempt to overcome most of the problems listed in this section was obtained by cooperations and
competitions. Probably the first comparative experiments can be found in the CEICES initiative [22], where
seven sites compared their classification results under exactly the same conditions. However, the primary
goal was cooperation, not competition, in order to pool the different features together for one combined,
unified selection process [24]. More comparisons and challenges, along the lines of the NIST evaluations in the
field of speech processing, or the MIREX challenges in the field of music retrieval, will be needed. Thereby,
detailed information on feature extraction and classification procedures will have to be made available to the
organisers or, even better, to the community. First attempts in this direction have been the INTERSPEECH
2009 Emotion challenge [192] (cf. sec.3) and the following INTERSPEECH 2010 Paralinguistic Challenge.
Yet, we might ask whether test runs on databases are the optimal choice for measuring the true performance
that is to be expected in a system operating in ‘real life’. Thus, it seems desirable to test systems within
their application framework, e. g., by usability analysis. However, due to the fact that there are only few
systems operating to date, there are rather few studies of this kind. These, however, seem to indicate that
there is a gain over not having automatic recognition of emotion [37], while a human wizard would perform
better [55, 56, 180] – meaning that there definitely is room for improvement.
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2.5. Implementation and System Integration
Toolkits and freely available codes have always considerably influenced research, cf. the Hidden Markov
Model Toolkit (HTK)2 [245] in the field of automatic speech recognition. In this respect, two types of
available packages influenced the development in the recognition of emotion recognition: Firstly tools for
feature extraction such as PRAAT 3 [31] or the SNACK sound toolkit4 , and secondly classification software
and learning environments such as the WEKA5 [234] or Rapid Miner6 packages. The frequent choice of
HTK resulted in an almost exclusive use of MFCC and energy features as implemented in the HTK, if
Hidden Markov Models were used for emotion processing. Of course, many individual feature extractions
and classification algorithms are found as well.
However, only few dedicated open source projects are found that aim at a free platform, in particular
for emotion recognition from speech. The Munich open-source Emotion and Affect Recognition Toolkit
(openEAR) [65] is the first of its kind to provide a free open source toolkit that integrates all three necessary
components: feature extraction (by the fast openSMILE7 backend), classifiers, and pre-trained models. An
interesting aspect of the openEAR toolkit is that it provides pre-defined sets of derived functionals for
comparison such as the sets provided for the INTERSPEECH 2009 Emotion Challenge [192] and the following
INTERSPEECH 2010 Paralinguistic Challenge. This is beneficial, as apart from some publicly available
scripts for extractors such as PRAAT, highly individual implementations and solutions are found, also for
the functionals. A similar initiative, yet not open source, is the EmoVoice8 [227] toolkit.
Once a recognition result is produced, it will have to be communicated to the application. A standard was
not needed in the early days of emotion recognition from speech because the performances were not sufficiently
mature, and no broad application basis existed; the need for standardised coding of information was dealt
with only at a later stage. The HUMAINE EARL [169] can be named as one of the first standards tailored
to provide a well-defined description of recognised or to be synthesised emotions. Released as a working
draft, the W3C EmotionML9 [169, 168] followed EARL providing more flexibility and a broader coverage
including action tendencies, appraisals, meta context or a basis to encode regulation, acting, meta-data, and
ontologies. Particularly for the encoding of acoustic and linguistic features, a standard was proposed and
used within the CEICES initiative [24]. Further, a number of standards exists which do not exclusively deal
with emotion but contain definitions for suited tags, as EMMA10 [10]. However, these standards have not
been used frequently so far. This will most likely change when more and more applications will be addressed.
At the same time, it remains to hope that either their number stays limited, or well-defined translations
among standards will be provided, to avoid incompatibilities.
Whereas, for instance, EmotionML already provides a definition for communication of confidence of the
results a system reports, this non-trivial goal has not really been targeted in studies on emotion recognition.
Naturally, one can think of distances to hyperplanes of SVM or posterior probabilities, etc., yet evidence
from independent sources as often followed in speech recognition, e. g., acoustic stability, have not been, to
our knowledge, considered in this field so far. One peculiarity of the field appears promising in this respect,
though: The fact that usually several labellers annotate the data allows for training of labeller specific
emotion models. As a consequence, one can predict the inter-labeller agreement in addition to the emotion,
which may serve as a confidence: In a pioneering study, for example, an error of only one labeller on average
out of five is reported on the FAU AIBO corpus [212]. However, employing the error or confidences when it
comes to the temporal alignment, or a change to a spotting paradigm, may be further promising strategies.
Another question that usually arises when dealing with system integration are real-time issues [110] and
incremental processing or ‘gating’ – i. e., how fast after the beginning of a speech turn one can provide a
2 http://htk.eng.cam.ac.uk/
3 http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/
4 http://www.speech.kth.se/snack/
5 http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/
6 http://rapid-i.com/

~ml/weka/

7 http://www.openaudio.eu/
8 http://mm-werkstatt.informatik.uni-augsburg.de/EmoVoice.html
9 http://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/emotion/XGR-emotionml/
10 http://www.w3.org/TR/emma/
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(a) Object localisation task

(b) Parcours Experiment

Figure 2: Experimental setup of the FAU Aibo Emotion Corpus [208]
reasonable prediction of the likely emotion. This is for example of importance in dialogue systems such as
the SEMAINE system [167] where complex multimodal system outputs have to be generated in advance
to ‘fire’ the right alternative just when it is needed. For that, an early prediction in the right direction is
of course meaningful. Few studies deal with this topic; [185] indicates that one second of speech might be
sufficient. An incremental update of the prediction is also possible by classifiers suited for this task that may
at the same time learn how much past context information is beneficial [237]; some toolkits, e. g., openEAR,
already allow for this type of processing [65].
3. Lessons Learnt from the First Emotion Challenge
The INTERSPEECH 2009 Emotion Challenge [192], organised by B. Schuller, S. Steidl, and A. Batliner,
was held in conjunction with INTERSPEECH 2009 in Brighton, UK. This challenge was the first open public
evaluation of speech-based emotion recognition systems with a strict comparability where all participants
were using the same corpus and the identical settings.
3.1. Database
The German FAU Aibo Emotion Corpus [208] with 8.9 hours of spontaneous, emotionally coloured
children’s speech comprises recordings of 51 German children at the age of 10 to 13 years from two different
schools. The children were given five different tasks where they had to direct Sony’s dog-like robot Aibo to
certain objects (Figure 2a) and through a given ‘parcours’ (Figure 2b). The children were told that they
could talk to Aibo the same way as to a real dog. However, Aibo was remote-controlled and followed a
fixed, pre-determined course of actions, which was independent of what the child was actually saying. At
certain positions Aibo disobeyed in order to elicit negative forms of emotions. The corpus is annotated
by five human labellers on the word level using 11 emotion categories that have been chosen prior to the
labelling process by iteratively inspecting the data. In the INTERSPEECH 2009 Emotion Challenge, the
unit of analysis are not single words, but semantically and syntactically meaningful, manually defined chunks
(18 216 chunks, 2.66 words per chunk on average). Heuristic algorithms are used to map the decisions of the
five human labellers on the word level onto a single emotion label for the whole chunk. The emotional states
that can be observed in the corpus are rather non-prototypical, emotion-related states than ‘pure’ emotions.
Mostly, they are characterised by low emotional intensity. For the Emotion Challenge, the complete corpus
is used, i. e., no balanced subsets were defined, no rare states and no ambiguous states are removed – all data
had to be processed and classified (cf. [212]). Two different classification problems were designed: a 2-class
problem with the two main classes negative valence and the default state idle, and a 5-class problem with the
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#
train
test
P

NEG
3 358
2 465
5 823

IDL
6 601
5 792
12 393

P
9 959
8 257
18 216

(a) 2-class problem: NEGative vs. IDLe

#
train
test
P

A
881
611
1 492

E
2 093
1 508
3 601

N
5 590
5 377
10 967

P
674
215
889

R
721
546
1 267

P
9 959
8 257
18 216

(b) 5-class problem: Anger, Emphatic, Neutral, Positive, Rest

Table 1: Number of instances in the FAU Aibo Emotion Corpus
emotion classes anger, emphatic (the child speaks in a pronounced, accentuated, sometimes hyper-articulated
way, but without showing any emotion), neutral, positive valence, and an explicit rest class representing all
other categories as well as ambiguous states. Test and training partitions were defined. As it is typical for
realistic data, the various emotion classes are highly unbalanced. The number of instances for the 2- and the
5-class problem are given in Table 1a and Table 1b. As the children of one school were used for training and
the children of the other school for testing, the partitions feature speaker independence as needed in most
real-life settings.
3.2. Sub-Challenges
The challenge consists of three sub-challenges:
1. The Open Performance Sub-Challenge allowed contributors to find their own features with their own
classification algorithms. However, they had to stick to the definition of test and training sets.
2. In the Classifier Sub-Challenge, participants designed their own classifiers and had to use a selection of
384 standard acoustic features, computed with the openSMILE toolkit [65] provided by the organisers.
These features are based on 16 base contours (MFCC 1–12, RMS energy, F0, zero crossing rate, and
HNR) and their first derivatives. Features for the whole chunk are obtained by applying 12 functionals
(mean, standard deviation, kurtosis, skewness, maxima and minima by value, range and relative
position, and the linear regression coefficients offset and slope and the according mean squared error).
Participants had an option to subsample, alter, and combine features (e. g., by standardisation or
analytical functions). The training could be bootstrapped, and several classifiers could be combined by
tools such as Ensemble Learning, or side tasks learnt as gender, etc. However, the audio files could not
be used for additional feature extraction in this task.
3. In the Feature Sub-Challenge, participants were encouraged to design 100 best features for emotion
classification to be tested by the organisers in equivalent setting. In particular, novel, high-level, or
perceptually adequate features were sought-after.
Participants did not have access to the labels of the test data, and all learning and optimisations were
based only on the training data. However, each participant could upload instance predictions to receive
the confusion matrix and results from the test data set up to 25 times; the best result was counted. This
opportunity was used to full capacity by most participants.
The number of 25 trials was decided for to start such evaluations gently allowing for multiple uploads, as
this was the first official challenge in this field. In addition, this allowed for reporting results for different
configurations, for instance for using acoustics or linguistics or both in the same paper submission. A limit
was necessary in order to make sure no sampling of the test labels was possible. Note that we changed
this rule by limiting to two uploads in the Affect Sub-Challenge of the successive INTERSPEECH 2010
Paralinguistic Challenge [193].
The format contained instance and prediction, and optionally additional probabilities per class. This
later allowed a final fusion by majority vote of predicted classes of all participants’ results to demonstrate
the best possible performance of the combined efforts. As classes were unbalanced, the primary measure to
optimise was firstly unweighted average (UA) recall, and secondly the accuracy. The choice of unweighted
average recall was a necessary step to better reflect imbalance of instances among classes in real-world
emotion recognition, where an emotionally ‘idle’ state usually dominates (cf. sec. 2.4). Other well-suited and
interesting measures such as the area under the Receiver Operating Characteristic curve were also considered
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Open Performance
Sub-Challenge
2 classes 5 classes
3
3
3
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Classifier
Sub-Challenge
2 classes 5 classes
–
–
–
–
3
3
–
3
–
3
–
–

Feature
Sub-Challenge
2 classes 5 classes
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
3
3
3
3

number of
participants
7
2
2
1
1
1

Table 2: Participants of the three sub-challenges of the INTERSPEECH 2009 Emotion Challenge
(cf. sec. 2.4); however, they were not used as they are no common measures in this field yet. Furthermore,
the ROC curve can be plotted only for 2-class problems. Classifiers for multi-class problems can be evaluated
more easily if only a single performance figure is used as measure. The organisers did not take part in the
sub-challenges but provided baselines using the two most popular approaches: static and dynamic modelling.
In the first approach, chunk-level feature vectors of constant length are obtained by applying functionals to
the sequence of frame-level features. These chunk-level features are then classified with the WEKA toolkit
[234] and Support Vector Machines. In the second approach, the frame-level features are classified directly
using the implementation of hidden Markov models from the HTK toolkit [245]. Intentionally standard-tools
were used in order to obtain reproducible results (cf. sec. 2.5). The static approach outperformed slightly the
dynamic one. The best baseline results were 67.7 % UA for the 2-class problem and 38.2 % UA for the 5-class
problem. Compared to classification rates for emotion portrayals, these rates are rather low and demonstrate
the difficulty of this challenge: classifying real-life emotions without the possibility to focus on prototypes
only. As it turned out, exceeding the baseline results was possible, but certainly not an easy task.
3.3. Participants and their approaches
Although a non-English speech corpus was used in this challenge, many participants from all over the
world were interested in the challenge, and 33 research groups registered to get access to the data. 17 groups
were from Europe (5 from Germany), 8 from Middle and North America, 6 from Asia, and 2 from Australia.
17 research groups actually uploaded classification results on our server, and 14 groups finally submitted
a paper to the INTERSPEECH 2009 Emotion Challenge Special Session. One additional paper was not
submitted to the special session but to the general conference. 10 of these 15 submissions could be accepted
for publication in the conference proceedings of INTERSPEECH 2009.
All participants were encouraged to compete in multiple sub-challenges. However, most participants
focused on only one sub-challenge (cf. Table 2). The most popular sub-challenge was the Open Performance
Sub-Challenge, where 9 research groups took part. 7 of these 9 groups addressed both the 2-class and the
5-class problem. The other two groups addressed only the 2-class problem. Furthermore, 4 research groups
took part in the Classifier Sub-Challenge. 2 of them addressed both classification tasks, the other two
addressed only the 5-class problem. One of these groups as well as one extra group submitted their own set
of features to the Feature Sub-Challenge.
In the Classifier Sub-Challenge, Planet et al. [148] evaluated different WEKA classifiers as well as a
hierarchical waterfall classification scheme for the 5-class classification problem. However, the best result,
which is significantly better than the baseline, was obtained with the simple Naı̈ve Bayes classifier. Lee et al.
[106] also evaluated a hierarchical classification framework, where “the top level classification is performed
on the easiest emotion recognition task”. Bayesian Logistic Regression was used as binary classifier. They
outperformed the other three participants of the Classifier Sub-Challenge, although the results were not
significantly higher than those of Planet et al.
In the Open Performance Sub-Challenge, the participants evaluated their own set of features using their
own classification techniques. The submitted contributions deliver insight into the performance of current
state-of-the-art systems if they are used in real-life settings. Furthermore, these contributions exemplify the
kind of features and classification techniques currently used and the focus of current activities in the area of
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emotion recognition from speech. In general, the feature sets can be roughly categorised into two groups:
The first group are small sets of features that are carefully designed by experts based on their knowledge on
emotion, speech production, etc. The second group are large sets of features that are obtained by calculating
‘everything that is possible’. In these ‘brute-force’ approaches, various base contours on the frame-level such
as F0, energy, HNR, MFCC, etc. are computed. Often, the number of base contours is multiplied by taking
the first, second, and sometimes even the third derivative of these base contours. In order to obtain features
on the chunk level, numerous functionals are applied to each base contour. By that, an impressive number of
features (in general several thousands) can be generated including not only meaningful features but also
many features that are not suited for distinguishing the different emotional states. Thus, a data-driven
feature selection step is absolutely essential to reduce the number of features again. The features that were
provided for the Classifier Sub-Challenge and that were used to produce the baseline results belong to the
second group of brute-force features, though only a small number of base contours (16 contours plus their
first derivatives) and functionals (12) has been selected, resulting in 384 standard acoustic features. This
brute-force approach has become quite popular over the last years. Thus, it is surprising that only two
participants of the Open Performance Sub-Challenge used such large feature sets.
Vogt et al. [226] used a set of 1451 features that was then reduced drastically to only 79 and 154 features
for the 2-class problem and the 5-class problem, respectively. The classification result did not reach the
baseline, mainly due to the focus on real-time processing.
Polzehl et al. [149] also defined a set of about 1500 features. They were the only research group that
also used linguistic features based on the output of an ASR system. Linguistic and acoustic features were
classified separately and the decisions were then fused (late or decision-level fusion). The authors presented
classification rates for the 2-class problem only. In terms of the unweighted average recall (UA), the achieved
result was very close to the baseline. However, the reported accuracy was clearly higher than those of the
baseline system indicating that there would have been space for improving the UA values – of course, at the
expense of a lower weighted average recall.
All the other participants of the Open Performance Sub-Challenge used quite small feature sets. Surprisingly, most of them were mainly based on MFCC features, which are well-known from speech recognition
and have proven to be very useful in emotion recognition as well, although their design goal was clearly to
remove all the information about how something was produced and to keep only information about what
was said. In the majority of cases, the MFCC features are complemented by a few prosodic features based
on F0 and energy contours.
Vlasenko et al. [221] achieved good results by using only 13 MFCC features and their first and second
derivative with a simple GMM classifier.
Kockmann et al. [103] used the same type of features (13 MFCC features, ∆, ∆∆) and evaluated different
GMM training methods: standard Maximum Likelihood (ML) training, training of a Universal Background
Model (UBM) and Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) adaptation to the emotion classes, discriminative GMM
training based on Maximum Mutual Information (MMI), and GMM training based on Joint Factor Analysis
(JFA). The latter technique yielded the best results for the 2- and the 5-class problem. Slight improvements
are obtained for the 5-class problem by fusing the decisions of these four classifiers.
Bozkurt et al. [33] also trained different GMM classifiers and fused their results. One classifier was based
on MFCC features (13 MFCCs, ∆, ∆∆), one on Line Spectral Features (LSF), which are closely related to
formant frequencies, and one on a posteriori scores from a parallel multi-branch HMM that is trained on
MFCC, F0 and energy features.
Dumouchel et al. [59] used also decision-level fusion to fuse the results of three different GMM classifiers.
The first classifier was a GMM that is trained on MFCC features (13 MFCC, ∆, ∆∆) using ML training.
The second classifier used the same set of features but employed the GMM supervector approach, where a
UBM is adapted to the current utterance (or chunk as in the case of the FAU Aibo Emotion Corpus). The
mean vectors of the adapted GMM then form the GMM supervector. This static feature vector was finally
classified with Support Vector Machines (SVM). The third classifier was a GMM (UBM + MAP) that is
trained on prosodic features modelling F0, energy, and the first two formants for pseudo-syllable units.
Luengo et al. [118] used 18 Mel-scale short-term log-frequency power coefficients (LFPC) and their first
and second derivative instead of the MFCC features. This first set of frame-level features was also classified
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with GMMs. From the second set of 56 chunk-level prosodic features, the best 10 features were selected and
classified with SVM. The results of both classifiers were finally fused.
Barra-Chicote et al. [11] used again MFCC features (complemented with the logarithm of the energy and
F0) and their first and second derivative but fed these features into a Dynamic Bayesian Network classifier.
Although the participants of the Open Performance Sub-Challenge had the free choice of features, most
of them focused strongly on MFCC features. With respect to prosodic features, most participants only added
energy and the fundamental frequency to the set of base contours. Other prosodic features (for example,
features based on durations of words or vowels) as well as other types of features such as voice quality features
did not play any role in most cases. Furthermore, not only the features, but also the chosen classifiers differed
only slightly in most cases in terms of classification techniques as well as in terms of resulting recognition
rates. Consequently, the results of the participants of the Emotion Challenge are very close.
3.4. Winners of the INTERSPEECH 2009 Emotion Challenge
The Open Performance Sub-Challenge Prize was awarded to Pierre Dumouchel et al. (University de
Quebec, Canada, [59]): They obtained the best result (70.29 % UA recall) in the two-class task, significantly
ahead of their eight competitors. The best result in the five-class task (41.65 % UA recall) was achieved by
Marcel Kockmann et al. (Brno University of Technology, Czech Republic, [103]) who surpassed six further
results and were awarded the Best Special Session’s Paper Prize as they had received the highest reviewers’
score for their paper at the same time. The Classifier Sub-Challenge Prize was given to Chi-Chun Lee et al.
(University of Southern California, U. S. A., [106]) for their best result in the five-class task in advance of
three further participants. In the two-class task, the baseline was not exceeded by any of two participants.
Regrettably, no award could be given in the Feature Sub-Challenge. Neither of the feature sets provided
by three participants in this sub-challenge exceeded the baseline feature set provided by the organisers.
Overall, the results of all 17 participating sites were often very close to each other, and significant differences
were as seldom as one might expect in such a close competition.
3.5. Fusion of the individual contributions
Figure 3 summarises the results of the participants, who took part in either the Classifier or the Open
Performance Sub-Challenge and whose papers were accepted for publication at INTERSPEECH 2009.
Figure 3a shows the results for the 2-class problem, Figure 3b the ones for the 5-class problem. In both cases,
the best baseline result from [192] is given as well. The bars indicate the primary measure – unweighted
average recall UA – that had to be optimised. The dots show the corresponding accuracy values (weighted
average recall). Figure 3 also shows the best result obtained by majority voting of the best n participants.
Figure 4 shows which absolute improvements over a given experiment are significantly better for the four
levels of significance α = .050, .010, .005, and .001. The null hypothesis H0 assumes that the accuracies of
both experiments are identical. We apply a one-tailored significance test since we are interested in whether
the second experiment is better than the first one. We assume that H0 is true and disprove it at various
levels of significance. It depends on the accuracy of the first experiment which absolute improvements are
necessary for the second one to be significantly better. Compared to the baseline of the 5-class problem
(38.2 %), accuracies ≥ 40.2 % are significantly better at a significance level of α = .005. Compared to the
baseline of the 2-class problem (67.6 %), accuracies ≥ 69.5 % are significantly better (α = .005).
Majority voting has been chosen to fuse the single contributions since the participants only uploaded
predictions for the test set. More sophisticated fusion techniques could not be used since their parameters
must not be optimised on the test set. Some participants also uploaded a posteriori scores. However, better
results were obtained if the majority voting was based on hard decisions. Figure 5a shows the results of the
majority vote for the 2-class problem if the best n (1 ≤ n ≤ 8) contributions were fused. The result of the
best single contribution is outperformed if at least three contributions are fused. The best result is obtained
for the fusion of n = 5 contributions. Along the same lines, Figure 5b shows the results of the majority vote
for the 5-class problem (n ≤ 1 ≤ 9). Again, better results than the best single contribution are obtained if at
least n = 3 contributions are fused. For the 5-class problem, the best results were obtained by considering
the best 7 contributions. Here, the improvement compared to the best single contribution is significant:
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Figure 3: Results of the participants of the INTERSPEECH 2009 Emotion Challenge
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Figure 5: Combination of the results of the n best participants of the INTERSPEECH 2009 Emotion
Challenge
The unweighted average recall of the majority voting is 44.0 % compared to the result of Kockmann et al.,
who achieved 41.7 % UA. For the 2-class problem, the majority voting resulted also in better – albeit not
significantly better – recognition rates. Note: The evaluation of different numbers of contributions used in
the majority vote is also some sort of optimization on the test set. However, this optimisation is in agreement
with the rules of the INTERSPEECH 2009 Emotion Challenge, where the participants could upload their
results up to 25 times and finally submit their best system. It is pointed out again that the best single
contribution is always outperformed if at least three contributions are fused.
3.6. Lessons Learnt
The INTERSPEECH 2009 Emotion Challenge was well attended (17 participants) and finally 10 papers
could be accepted for publication in the conference proceedings of INTERSPEECH 2009. The Emotion
Challenge clearly benefited from the large popularity of a big international conference such as INTERSPEECH
2009. However, the time constraints given by INTERSPEECH 2009 led to a very short period of time where
interested research groups could set up and optimise their systems. As a consequence, many research groups
participated only in one of the three sub-challenges. Furthermore, the people who are able to take part
in such a challenge are those who are able to adapt their existing systems quickly to the new tasks of the
challenge. Most likely, these groups are used to take part in challenges – even if the challenges are in a
different area of research. Hence, it is not astonishing that many participants came from a speech recognition
background and focused mainly on MFCC features, which are the standard features in speech recognition.
Yet, emotion recognition is a very interdisciplinary field of research and researchers from other disciplines
(e. g., psychologists) are excluded if they are not able to process a new corpus automatically in such a short
time. Thus, many interesting approaches and other types of features are probably not covered. An event as
the Emotion Challenge is certainly suited to foster progress in emotion recognition, however, other ways
should to be considered as well in order to integrate people and knowledge from other disciplines. One of
these possibilities can be along the lines of Ceices, an initiative within the European network of excellence
Humaine, where the goal was to foster co-operation and not competition (for more details see [24]).
The final fusion of the contributions of the single participants demonstrated that “together we are best”.
In general, this is not surprising, but in this challenge, many groups focused on the same type of features
as well as on the same type of classifiers. Still, a significant relative improvement of 5.5 % in terms of the
unweighted average recall was obtained for the 5-class problem by a simple majority vote. By that, an
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unweighted average recall of 44.0 % was reached. This result clearly demonstrates the difficulty of dealing
with a real-life non-prototypical emotion recognition scenario – this challenge remains.
3.7. Release of the FAU Aibo Emotion Corpus
After the INTERSPEECH 2009 Emotion Challenge, the owners of the FAU Aibo Emotion Corpus –
the Pattern Recognition Lab of the Friedrich-Alexander University Erlangen-Nuremberg (FAU) – released
the data. The corpus can be obtained for a small service charge for sole scientific, non-commercial use. It
includes the audio files, the transcription, and the original emotion labels of the five human labellers who
annotated 11 different emotion categories on the word level. More details can be found on the web page
http://www5.cs.fau.de/FAUAiboEmotionCorpus/.
4. Where to Go from Here
Obtaining more realistic data will still be the most important issue in the foreseeable future. This holds
for basic categories such as main classes, and even more for sub-categories or mixed emotions: We simply
do need enough data for modelling. New databases with acted data, even for minority languages, will not
really help promoting the state-of-the-art. Establishing realistic databases, however, requires high efforts,
and progress will therefore be not too fast.
Paradigms such as unsupervised learning may reduce the problem if engines are sufficiently robust to
find emotional data by themselves. Another alternative might be the further exploitation or addition of
synthesized speech data [174]; yet, these two alternatives will most likely be confined to providing training
data.
An important side topic is genericity of the data although it will not always go together with appropriateness
within specific scenarios. Some of the topics pursued quite often such as searching for new features, trying
out new and more sophisticated classification procedures, and more complex emotion representations, might
only come second in relevance because as is, they too often clash with the data requirements addressed
above: It is convenient to use publicly available, acted databases – or the very few publicly available, realistic
databases such as VAM or FAU Aibo [83, 208] – for benchmarking. We do not know yet, however, whether
and up to which extent the results can be transferred onto other (types of) data. Moreover, more complex
representations inevitably lead to smaller number of cases representing one of the classes to be modelled.
Comparisons of performances – be this of feature sets or of classifiers – within one and the same study are
susceptible to the ‘doubt of unequal edge conditions’: We do not know whether a better performing feature
set or classifier really is better or whether less effort has been spent on developing and tuning. Cross-corpora,
cross-cultural, and multilingual experiments will further be needed to broaden the scope and to come closer
to genericity. Commonalities of related fields as speaker or language identification and other speaker state
and trait analysis as speaker role and health state or speaker age, gender or height can be further exploited
for mutual exchange of methods – the results of the first challenge clearly showed that, e. g., borrowing from
such methods as different GMM training techniques and introduction of a universal background model can
pay off. For all these problems, challenges as the one described above can help. As we pointed out in sec. 3.6,
strict challenges, however, have to be supplemented by initiatives such as CEICES in order to really bridge
the gap between sub-cultures such as ASR on the one hand, and basic phonetic/linguistic/psychological
approaches on the other hand.
Another topic, largely untouched so far, is user and usability studies, especially tailored for specific
applications [13]. Marked by the lack of actual real-life application, no user studies were carried out in the
beginning. Technology was driven without actual proof whether the user really liked a machine judging her
feelings. While techniques such as Wizard-of-Oz could have easily been employed to simulate and evaluate the
acceptance of social machine competence, it was mainly used to record data. Moreover, asking volunteering
participants to evaluate the system not necessarily mirrors the acceptance of the same system if used ‘in
the wild’. Even today almost no such studies exist – apparently the community is highly convinced of the
need for automatic emotion recognition. Examples of such a studies can be found in [37], where 200 paid
test subjects calling a voice portal with anger feedback strategies: 20 % noticed such a strategy of which
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70 % of these judged it as helpful. In [180] a study with 40 participants is reported that interacted with a
virtual product and company tour that took interest participants’ interest into account to change topic in
case of boredom. Three variants were used: topic change after a fixed time, with fully automatic interest
recognition or by a human Wizard-of-Oz. The question “Did you think the system was taking into account
your interest?” was positively answered by 35 % in the first case (no interest recognition), by 63 % in the
second case (fully automatic interest recognition) and by 84 % in the last case (human interest recognition)
nicely demonstrating that the technology seems to be generally working, but that there is also still headroom
for improvement to reach human-alike performance.
In the beginning, performance simply was not sufficient for first real-world applications though the goals
were often set as high as language independent affect recognition in brand slogans [41]. Not surprisingly, the
first were found in the entertainment area: lie and stress level detectors for the mobile phone, or a software
intended to detect the level of intimacy of a caller. It lies in the nature of industrial production that no details
on implementation, features, classifiers, training material, or true performances are known for these. Recent
use-cases contain first test runs in call-centres to switch to human operators in case of annoyed customers
(T-Labs) or server-based sending of intimacy information via SMS (Chinese Academy of Science) among first
video games (Row the boat). All these pilot applications are, however, still rather unnoticed by the public.
Coming back to more general questions, a related topic is whether for specific applications, a dimensional
representation is more adequate, or a sub-division into a fine-graded category system, or whether we can do
most successfully with a coarse dichotomy into, for instance, negative/positive vs. neutral. These questions
relate to topics that can be addressed in more basic research: Should we try and model human processing (in
the case of emotions conveyed via speech, from peripheral auditory processing to higher cortical processes), or
will it rather be sufficient to model the more categorical outcome of this processing? Normally, we remember
the core semantics or illocution of an utterance, and not, whether the verb form was passive or active [72, 161];
the same might hold for emotions.
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